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INTRODUCTION
w x In Har92, pp. 103]105 J. Harris stated that for all integers t G 1 but
.  .only showed a proof for t s 2 the t y 1 -secant variety to the rational
normal curve is the rank-t determinantal variety associated to any element
 .of a certain set of Hankel matrices M over the polynomial ring S j 'a 2
w  . xk a : I s i , i , i q i s j, i , i G 0 . A proof of this can also be foundI 1 2 1 2 1 2
w xin DP95 where the M are named as catalecticant matrices.a
The determinantal ideals of Hankel matrices are prime see for instance
w x.  .Wat96 , so each I M equals the ideal of the secant variety it cuts outtq1 a
w xset-theoretically. This equality was also established in GP82 .
In general the set of degree-2 forms
< < < < < < < <I s J s K s L s ja a y a aI J K LM j ' .r  5I q J s K q L, I / K , I / L
 .  ry1.  wspans the ideal I j of the Veronese variety n P again see Har92,r j
x.pp. 103]105 .
w xA. Iarrobino and V. Kanev introduced in IK96 the general notion of
catalecticant matrices which appear to be a natural extension, to an
arbitrary number of variables, of the matrices M . They also defined thea
 . ry1locally closed sub-scheme PGor T : P as the intersection of j y 1
 .rank-t determinantal schemes V u, j y u; r , where, for any integeru tu
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 . ry1t G 0, V u, j y u; r is defined to be the sub-scheme of P generated byt
 .  .the t q 1 -minors of the catalecticant matrix Cat u, j y u; r and T s
 .t , . . . , t , . . . is the Hilbert function of a Gorenstein Artinian standard1 u
 w x .graded k-algebra of socle degree j see Ger96 for a discussion . In fact,
 .PGor T is a parameter space for the collection of all Gorenstein Artinian
standard k-algebras of socle degree j and Hilbert function T. In particular,
 .  .for T s t , . . . , t , 0, . . . , t s 1, ;u s 1, . . . , j, the reduction of PGor T1 j u
 ry1.is the Veronese variety n P .j
 .We will study the relationship between I j and the rank-1 determinan-r
tal ideals of the catalecticant matrices in order to generalize to an
w x warbitrary R ' k x , x , . . . , x , the above mentioned result Har92, pp.r 1 2 r
x  .103]105 , when t s 1, hence determining new generating sets for I j .r
I am grateful to Anthony V. Geramita for useful exchanges of ideas.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 . w  . < < xWe set S j ' k a : I s i , i , . . . , i , i G 0, I s j , where for ar I 1 2 r a
< < rmulti-index I, its degree is the integer I s  i , and recall that foris1 a
 .positive integers i, j such that i - j, the catalecticant matrix Cat i, j y i; r
is the matrix with row and column indices respectively given by the
 .  < < 4  < < 4multi-index sets lexicografically ordered A : A s i and B : B s j y i ,
 .its A, B -entry being equal to a . Here we note the simple propertyAqB
 .  .TCat i, j y i; r s Cat j y i, i; r .
To introduce the reader to the structure of the catalecticant matrices we
 .write Cat 1, 3; 3 :
a a a a a a a a a a400 310 301 220 211 202 130 121 112 103
.a a a a a a a a a a310 220 211 130 121 112 040 031 022 013 0a a a a a a a a a a301 211 202 121 112 103 031 022 013 004
  ..For positive integers t, r, i - j, Mins Cat i, j y i; r is the set of all itst
  ..  .t-minors and I Cat i, j y i; r is the rank- t y 1 determinantal ideal oft
 .   ..the matrix Cat i, j y i; r , i.e., the ideal generated by Mins Cat i, j y i; r .t
  ..  .It is easy to check that Mins Cat i, j y i; r : M j and that the2 r
inclusion cannot be reversed for instance, a a y a a f4, 0, 0. 0, 4, 0. 3, 1, 0. 1, 3, 0.
  ...  .Mins Cat 2, 2; 3 . We note that f s a a y a a g M j is in2 I J K L r
  ..Mins Cat i, j y i; r if and only if there exist multi-indices A / A9,2
< < < < < < < <B / B9 such that A s A9 s i, B s B9 s j y i, A, A9, B, B9 with
non-negative entries, and the following set of equalities, which we call an
 .i, j y i -decomposition of f, holds,
I s A q B , L s A q B9
K s A9 q B , J s A9 q B9,
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 .i.e., f can be located as the minor of Cat i, j y i; r determined by rows
A, A9, and columns B, B9 as shown
. .. .. .
??? a ??? a ???I L
. .. . .. .
??? a ??? a ???K J 0. .. .. .
Through a suitable insertion of r y r 9 zeros in multi-indices of a given
dimension r 9 we trivially obtain multi-indices of dimension r. More pre-
cisely we have the following:
PROPOSITION 1.1. If r 9 - r, i - j, and t are positi¨ e integers there are
 .  .natural inclusions S j : S j with the propertyr 9 r
I Cat i , j y i ; r 9 : I Cat i , j y i ; r . .  . .  .t t
 .Let I, J; K, L be a quadruple of degree-j multi-indices such that
I q J s K q L. We will call it non-tri¨ ial if I / K and I / L, so that it
determines a non-vanishing degree-2 form a a y a a , i.e., a well-de-I J K L
 .fined element of M j .r
Let S denote the permutation group on r elements. We will considerr
the elements of S as permutations on the entries in the multi-indicesr
 .I s i , . . . , i .1 r
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let I q J s K q L be as abo¨e. Then
a a y a a g Mins Cat i , j y i ; r . .I J K L 2
if and only if
" a a y a a g Mins Cat i , j y i; r , .  . .s I s J s K s L 2
for some s g S .r
The symbol U will denote the component-wise partial ordering of
 .  X X . Xmulti-indices, i.e., a , . . . , a U a , . . . , a iff a F a ;a . The binary1 r 1 r a a
operator n will indicate either the minimum of two integers or the
  .  .``GCD'' of two integer multi-indices for instance, 4, 0, 0 n 2, 2, 0 s
 ..2, 0, 0 .
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2. THE LOCATION OF THE 2-MINORS
OF CATALECTICANTS
 .Given an element f of M j we are interested in establishing criteriar
 .to determine which catalecticant matrices Cat i, j y i; r , if any, it belongs
to. To this end, we will associate to each f integers that will help us locate
it as a 2-minor of some catalecticant matrix.
 .DEFINITION. The character of f s a a y a a g M j is defined toI J K L r
be the following pair of integers,
x f s xy f , xq f , 4 .  .  .
y .  < < < <4 q .  < < < <4where x f ' min I n K , I n L and x f ' max I n K , I n L .
The character is well defined thanks to the following lemma.
< < < < < < < <LEMMA 2.1. Gi¨ en f as abo¨e, I n L s J n K and I n K s J n L .
y . q .Moreo¨er, 1 F x f F x f F j y 1.
Proof. We will just prove the first equality. The second follows in a
similar fashion.
< <I n L s S i n la a a
s S i n i q j y k .a a a a a
s S i q S 0 n j y k .a a a a a
s S k q S 0 n l y i .a a a a a
s S k n k q l y i .a a a a a
s S k n ja a a
< <s J n K .
q . < <Now, if x f s j, say w.l.o.g. I n K s j, then a degree argument yields
that either K s I n K U I or I s I n K U K, so that K s I, which is
y . < <impossible. On the other hand, if x f s 0, say I n K s 0, then
i k s 0 for every a s 1, . . . , r, which means K U J. Again a degreea a
argument shows that K s J, which is impossible.
 .We now single out some special elements of M j which enjoy ar
peculiar irredundancy property.
 .DEFINITION. We will say that f s a a y a a g M j is reduced ifI J K L r
i j k l s 0, ;a s 1, . . . , r .a a a a
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If we define the GCD of f to be the multi-index
M f ' I n J n K n L, .
 .then f is reduced if and only if M f s 0.
<  . < y . q .It is easy to see that M f F x f F x f .
The next proposition shows that for a reduced f there is exactly one
 .catalecticant naturally, up to taking transposes , where f can be located
as a 2-minor.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. If f s a a y a a g M j is reduced, thenI J K L r
xy f q xq f s j. .  .
 y . q ..The following x f , x f -decomposition holds:
I s I n L q I n K , L s I n L q J n L,
K s K n J q I n K , J s J n K q J n L.
Moreo¨er, this is the only such decomposition for f. Therefore
A s Cat xy f , xq f ; r , B s Cat xq f , xy f ; r s At , .  .  .  . .  .
are the only catalecticant matrices where f li¨ es as a 2-minor.
Proof. We first define
 4I ' a : i ) 0 ,a
 4  4  4and similarly, J ' a : j ) 0 , K ' a : k ) 0 , L ' a : l ) 0 , anda a a
calculate
< < < <I n K q I n L
s i n k q i n l a a a a
a a
s i n k q i n l a a a a
ag Il K ag Il L
s i n k q i n k a a a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il KyJ
q i n l q i n l a a a a
ag Il Ll JyK ag Il LyJ
s k y j n k q k q l n k .  . a a a a a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il KyJ
q i n i q j q i n i y k .  . a a a a a a
ag Il Ll JyK ag Il LyJ
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s k y j q k q i .  a a a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il KyJ ag Il Ll JyK
q i y k . a a
ag Il LyJ
s i q i a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il Ll JyK
q k q i y k . a a a /
ag Il KyJ ag Il LyJ
s i q i a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il Ll JyK
q k q i y k . a a a /
ag IyJ ag IyJ
s i q i q i  a a a
ag Il Kl JyL ag Il Ll JyK ag IyJ
s i q i q i  a a a
ag Il Kl J ag Il JyK ag IyJ
< <s I s j.
The third last equality is a consequence of the following set-theoretic
formula involving disjoint unions,
Ç ÇI s I l K l J j I y J j I l J y K . .  .  .
Without loss of generality, we now prove that the decomposition holds
by only showing that
I s I n L q I n K ,
that is,
 4  4i s min i , l q min i , k , ;a s 1, . . . , r .a a a a a
In fact, the other equalities follow in a similar fashion. Let's fix an index
a . If a s 0 the equality is obviously true. Assume that i ) 0, hencea a
k q l ) 0. If, for instance, k ) 0, the fact that f is reduced yieldsa a a
j l s 0. If j s 0, then i s k q l so that k F i and l F i , hencea a a a a a a a a a
we are done. On the other hand, if l s 0, it follows that i s k y j ,a a a a
 4hence i F k and min i , l s 0, so we are done again.a a a a
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< <Proof of Uniqueness. Given multi-indices A / A9, B / B9 with A s
< < < < < <A9 s N, assume that B s B9 s j y N,
I s A q B , L s A q B9
1 .
K s A9 q B , J s A9 q B9.
Because all multi-indices have non-negative entries, we easily see that
A U I and A U L, hence A U I n L. Analogously,
A9 U K n J , B U I n K , B9 U J n L.
We will only show that
A s I n L,
 .as the remaining inequalities follow through similar calculations. From 1
we also see that
I y K U A U I n L.
Fix a . If i l s 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, say A sa a
 .a , . . . , a , since f is reduced, we must have that j k s 0. Now, if1 r a a
k s 0, the inequalitya
 4  4i y 0 F a F min i , i q j s i s min i , l ,a a a a a a a a
finishes up the proof. On the other hand, if j s 0, we easily see thata
 4a s l s min i , l .a a a a
When f is not reduced, we may ``reduce'' it by suitably ``dividing'' it out
 .by M f to obtain
Äf ' frM f g M j y M f . 2 .  .  . .r
Ä ÄMore precisely, f is defined to be the degree-2 form f ' a a y a a ,Ä Ä Ä ÄI J K L
where
Ä ÄI ' I y M f , L ' L y M f , .  .
3 .
Ä ÄK ' K y M f , J ' J y M f . .  .
Ä  <  . <.f is easily recognized as an element of M j y M f . Also, sincer
Ä ÄI n L s I y M f n L y M f s I n L y M f .  .  . .  .
and so on, we have that
y qÄx f s x f y M f , x f y M f . 4 .  .  .  . .
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From the above statement, we also find that
y qx f y M f q x f y M f s j y M f , .  .  .  .  .
hence
y qx f q x f y M f s j, 4 .  .  .  .
Äso that, thanks to Proposition 2.2, f is a 2-minor of
y qA s Cat x f y M f , x f y M f ; r , .  .  .  . .
q y tB s Cat x f y M f , x f y M f ; r s A . .  .  .  . .
The foregoing discussion regarding the reduced case sheds some light on
the problem of determining in which catalecticant matrices we might find
the 2-minor f. We will need a precise way to consistently move up and
down through degrees by means of suitable concepts of ``division'' and
 .``multiplication.'' If a ??? a is an arbitrary monomial of S j and Z is aI I r1 h
r-multi-index we define
Z) a ??? a ' a ??? a ,I I I qZ I qZ1 h 1 h
 .and linearly extend ) to a multiplication Z)f for every f g S j .r
For a start, we obtain the following result.
  ..PROPOSITION 2.3. Gi¨ en f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r , and Z an r-2
multi-index, let
< <Z)f ' a a y a a g M j q Z . . IqZ .  JqZ . KqZ . LqZ . r
If S is a r-multi-index such that 0 U S U Z then
< < < < < <Z)f g Mins Cat N q S , j y N q Z y S ; r . . .2
 .Proof. Let f be determined by a set of equations as 1 and, for a given
S satisfying 0 U S U Z, set T s Z y S. The equalities
I q Z s A q S q B q T , L q Z s A q S q B9 q T .  .  .  .
K q Z s A9 q S q B q T , J q Z s A9 q S q B9 q T , .  .  .  .
prove the statement true.
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As an immediate consequence of the preceding discussion we obtain:
COROLLARY 2.4. For e¨ery j G 2, r G 2,
jy1
M j s Mins Cat N , j y N ; r , .  . .Dr 2
Ns1
that is, the set of 2-minors of all the catalecticant matrices in degree j, span
 ry1.the ideal of the Veronese ¨ariety n P .j
We will refine this result by proving that, in fact, the 2-minors of each
 .catalecticant matrix suffice to determine a generating set for I j .r
As a first step, we prove the following theorem which solves the problem
of exactly determining the location, read membership, of each 2-minor in
the various catalecticants.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Gi¨ en f s a a y a a g M j , and j G 2, r G 2, thenI J K L r
f g Mins Cat N , j y N ; r . .2
if and only if
y y q qN g x f y M f , x f j x f y M f , x f . .  .  .  .  .  .
Proof. We remark that it must always have
yx f ) M f , .  .
q .otherwise x f s j, so that the integer intervals in the statement are
consistent with the admissible values of N.
 .« We may as well assume N F jr2.
< < < <By definition, there exist A / A9, B / B9 satisfying A s A9 s N,
< < < <B s B9 s j y N, such that
I s A q B , L s A q B9
5 .
K s A9 q B , J s A9 q B9.
Ä  .As usual, take f ' frM f so that
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄI s A q B , L s A q B9
6 .
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄK s A9 q B , J s A9 q B9
as shown in Proposition 2.2. We proceed by showing that we must have
Ä ÄA U A U A q M f .
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from which we will deduce also that
y yÄ Ä< < < <x f y M f s A F A F A q M f s x f , .  .  .  .
 .  .i.e., the ``if'' part of the theorem. From both 5 and 6 we see that
Ä Ä Ä ÄI s A q B s A q B q M f , L s A q B9 s A q B q M f , .  .
7 .
Ä Ä Ä ÄK s A9 q B s A q B q M f , J s A9 q B9 s A q B q M f , .  .
Ä Äand, as a consequence of a suitable subtraction, A y A9 s A y A9, hence
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .A y A9 U A. Since f is reduced, if we set A s a , . . . , a and A9 sÄ Ä1 r
 X X .a , . . . , a , we have thatÄ Ä1 r
a ) 0 « aX s 0,Ä Äa a
which means
a ) 0 « a G a ,Ä Äa a a
Ähence a G a , ;a s 1, . . . , r. Then, as we have announced, A U A.Äa a
 .As far as the remaining inequality is concerned, we note that 7 already
gives us
Ä Ä Ä ÄA y A q B y B s M f , A y A q B9 y B9 s M f , .  . .  .
i.e., once we have realized the suitable meaning of symbols, also
Ä ÄX Xa s a q b y b q M f , a s a q b y b q M f . .  .Ä Ä .  .a aa a a a a a a a
8 .
ÄAgain, f is reduced, therefore
Ä ÄXb y b ) 0 « b s 0.a a a
Ä .  .From the above formula and 8 , we conclude that A U A q M f .
 .  .¥ Conversely, let us take f g M j , and consider its reduction,r
Ä  <  . <.f g M j y M f . As previously seen,r
y qÄf g Mins Cat x f y M f , x f y M f , .  .  .  . . .2
so that, by Proposition 2.3, we check that
y qÄ < < < <f s M f )f g Mins Cat x f y M f q S , x f y S , .  .  .  . . .2
 .for every multi-index S such that 0 U S U M f . It is easy to convince
  ..ourselves that, as S varies, then f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r , for every2
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y . <  . < y .  .N s x f y M f , . . . , x f . Finally, because Cat N, j y N; r s
 .T  .Cat j y N, N; r , by means of 4 we also conclude that
f g Mins Cat N , j y N ; r , . .2
q q . <  . <  .for every N s x f y M f , . . . , x f .
 .3. THE CATALECTICANT MATRIX Cat 1, j y 1; r
As a first step, we will show that the 2-minors of the first catalecticant
 .matrix Cat 1, j y 1; r span the 2-minors of all the others, hence the ideal
 .I j . First we define the positive integerr
N f ' min N : f g Mins Cat N , j y N ; r , 4 .  . .0 2
 .for each f g M j . Note that Theorem 2.5 and implicitly Corollary 2.4r
 . y . <  . <says that N f s x f y M f so is well defined.0
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. For j, r G 2, e¨ery f g M j can be written as a sumr
 .  .   ..of at most N f 2-minors of Cat 1, j y 1; r , hence f g I Cat 1, j y 1; r .0 2
 .Proof. We give an inductive proof on j G 2, and on the integer N f0
G 1.
The base induction steps are trivial as they just concern the first
 .catalecticant and its transpose. Let j ) 3, N f ) 1, and assume that the0
 .  .statement be true for every j9 - j and for all f9 such that N f9 - N f .0 0
v <  . <Suppose first that M f ) 0, and consider as usual,
Äf ' frM f g M j y M f . .  . .r
Ä .  .The induction hypothesis on j says that there exist at most N f s N f0 0
 <  . < .2-minors f of Cat 1, J y M f y 1; r , such thata
Äf s f . a
a
Then Proposition 2.3 proves the thesis since
f s M f )f , . a
a
 .   ..where M f )f g Mins Cat 1, j y 1; r .a 2
v <  . <Suppose now that M f s 0. In this case the only decomposition
of f is, as known,
I s A q B , L s A q B9
K s A9 q B , J s A9 q B9,
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where, as stated in Proposition 2.2,
A s I n L, A9 s J n K
B s I n K , B9 s J n L.
Here we adopt the following natural notation to describe the entries of our
 .  .  X X .multi-indices: I s i , . . . , i , A s a , . . . , a , A9 s a , . . . , a , and so1 r 1 r 1 r
on.
In what follows we will make use of technical results whose proofs will
be established at the end of the present one.
CLAIM 3.2. Up to a permutation of ¨ariables and a swap of the pairs
 .  .I, J , K, L , we can assume that the following inequalities hold:
l q 1 F i , i q 1 F l , 9 .1 1 r r
Consequently,
b G bX q 1 G 1, bX G b q 1 G 1. 10 .1 1 r r
and also
K q 0, . . . , 0, 1 / L q 1, 0, . . . , 0 . 11 .  .  .
 .Keeping in mind 10 , we now define
A ' A q 1, 0, . . . , 0 , B ' B y 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .
A9 ' A9 q 0, . . . , 0, 1 , B9 ' B9 y 0, . . . , 0, 1 , .  .
hence
I ' A q B, L ' A q B9,
K ' A9 q B, J ' A9 q B9.
 .CLAIM 3.3. Thanks to 9 , A / A9, B / B9 hold together with I / K
and I / L .
So we are enabled to assert the correctness of the definition
f9 ' a a y a a g M j . .I J K L r
We also note that I s I and J s J.
q . q .CLAIM 3.4. Let f and f9 be as abo¨e. Then x f9 s x f q 1,
  y . q . ..hence f9 g Mins Cat x f y 1, j y x f q 1; r .2
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 .By the induction hypothesis on N f we know that0
f9 g I Cat 1, j y 1; r . 12 .  . .2
Now set c ' f y f9 s a a y a a . It is easy to see thatK L K L
< < < <K n K s K y 1 s j y 1,
 .hence, K / K, and, by 11 , K / L as well. Therefore we can correctly
 . q .state that c g M j . Consequently, x c s j y 1, which, comparing withr
 .4 , yields
< <N c s K n L y M c s 1, .  .0
i.e., looking back at Theorem 2.5,
c g Mins Cat 1, j y 1; r . 13 .  . .2
 .  .Because f s f9 q c , we finish our argument by virtue of 12 and 13 .
Proof of Claim 3.2. We recall that the non-triviality of f means I / L
< < < <although I s L . Therefore there must necessarily be an index a such
 .that l - i and also an index b / a such that i - l . Then 9 followsa a b b
 .  .and 10 is an easy consequence. Now if 11 did not hold, i.e.,
K q 0, . . . , 0, 1 s L q 1, 0, . . . , 0 , 14 .  .  .
then it would not be the case that at the same time
J q 0, . . . , 0, 1 s I q 1, 0, . . . , 0 , 15 .  .  .
 .  .otherwise, by member-wise subtraction of 14 from 15 , we would deduce
that
J s K y L q I ,
which, recalling that I q J s K q L, leads to the inconsistent equalities
 .2 I s 2 L, hence I s L. So we have seen that 15 holds. Then we can
 .  .satisfy the statement by means of a swap of the pairs I, J , K, L . In fact,
 .  .such a simple trick does not invalidate, mutatis mutandis, 9 nor 10 .
Proof of Claim 3.3. Suppose B s B9. Then, adding the multi-index A
to both members, we obtain
I y 1, 0, . . . , 0 s L y 0, . . . , 0, 1 , .  .
hence,
< < < < < <A s I n L s l , . . . , l , l y 1 s L y 1 s j y 1, .1 ry1 r
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< <  .  .so that B s 1 s N f , whereas we had assumed N f ) 1. We can0 0
proceed similarly to show that A / A9.
Proof of Claim 3.4. Without loss of generality we assume that
< < < < < < < <I n L s A G B s I n K , 16 .
 .  < < < <4 < <i.e., x f s A , B . Recalling Claim 3.2, we first evaluate I n L :
< <I n L s G i n l q 1 , i n l , . . . , i n l , i n l y 1 .  . .1 1 2 2 ry1 ry1 r r
s l q 1, i n l , . . . , i n l , i .1 2 2 ry1 ry1 r
ry1
s l q 1 q i n l q i . 1 a a r
as2
ry1
s l q i n l q i q 11 a a r /
as2
< <s I n L q 1
s xq f q 1. .
< < < <If we now show that I n L G I n K we are done. Suppose
< < < <I n L - I n K .
Then
< <I n L q 1 - i n k y 1 , i n k , . . . , i n k , i n k q 1 .  . .1 1 2 2 ry1 ry1 r r
ry1
s i n k y 1 q i n k q i n k q 1 .  .1 1 a a r r
as2
ry1
F i n k q i n k q i n k q 1 .1 1 a a r r
as2
ry1
F i n k q i n k q i n k q 1 .1 1 a a r r
as2
< <s I n K q 1,
< < < <  .that is, I n L - I n K , which is inconsistent with 16 . The second
 . q .statement in Claim 3.4 follows from Theorem 2.5 and 4 since x f9 s
q q y .  .  .x f q 1 implies j y x f9 s x f y 1.
COROLLARY 3.5. For all j G 2, r G 2,
I j s I Cat 1, j y 1; r . .  . .r 2
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 ry1.In fact, the ideal of the Veronese ¨ariety n P is generated by the set of allj
2-minors belonging to the first catalecticant matrix.
 .What is now left to demonstrate is that each 2-minor of Cat 1, j y 1; r
is generated by the 2-minors of any catalecticant matrix in the same degree
j. We start out with the case r s 2 which will then constitute the base
induction step of the general result.
4. THE IDEAL OF THE RATIONAL NORMAL CURVE
All throughout the present section, we will deal with degree-2 forms
such as
f s a a y a a g M d , . i , dyi.  j , dyj. k , dyk .  l , dyl . 2
for integers d G 1 and i, j, k, l, the latter being not greater than d.
LEMMA 4.1. For e¨ery f as abo¨e, we ha¨e that i q j ) 0 and f is
reduced if and only if f s a a y a a , up to a swap of the0, d. d, 0. k , dyk .  l, dyl .
¨ariables x , x .1 2
PROPOSITION 4.2. Fix d G 2. For all integers N s 1, . . . , d y 1, e¨ery
 . 2-minor of Cat 1, d y 1; 2 which is not already a 2-minor of Cat N, d y
.  .N; 2 is the sum of two distinct 2-minors of Cat N, d y N; 2 . Therefore
Mins Cat 1, d y 1; 2 : I Cat N , d y N ; 2 . .  . .  .2 2
Proof. If d s 2, 3 there is nothing to prove. Assume d ) 3. To begin
  ..with, suppose that f g Mins Cat 1, d y 1; 2 is reduced, i.e., f s2
 .  4a a y a a . By hypothesis, x f s 1, d y 1 , so that0, d. d, 0. k , dyk .  l, dyl .
f s a a y a a ,0, d. d , 0. 1 , dy1. dy1, 1.
up to swapping a and a . Now set N such that 2 F N F d y 2,k , dyk .  l, dyl .
and consider the following pair of multi-indices
E ' N , d y N , F ' d y N , N . .  .
The homogeneous forms, f ' a a y a a , f ' a a y a a , are1 I J E F 2 E F K L
 .well-defined elements of M d . Let us evaluate their location by means of2
Theorem 2.5:
 4x f s N , d y N , M f s 0, .  .1 1
 4x f s N q 1, d y N q 1 , M f s 2. .  .2 2
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  ..So we see that f , f g Mins Cat N, d y N; 2 , hence1 2 2
f s f q f g I Cat N , d y N ; 2 . . .1 2 2
<  . <We will now suppose that M f / 0 and proceed by induction on d G 2.
Again for d s 2, 3 there is nothing to prove. Set d ) 3 and consider the
Ä  <  . <.  .reduction of f to the form f g M d y M f , as we saw in 2 . Then2
y y1 g x f y M f , x f , .  .  .
y Ä y .  . <  . <therefore x f s x f y M f s 1, which in turn means
Äx f s 1, d y M f y 1 . 4 . .
Ä  <  . < .So f is a 2-minor only of the Cat 1, d y M f y 1; 2 . By induction
<  . <hypothesis, for every N s 2, . . . , d y M f y 2, there exist two distinct
 .  .   <  . < ..forms c N , c N g Mins Cat N, d y M f y N; r , such that1 2 2
Äf s c N q c N . .  .1 2
Finally, by virtue of Proposition 2.3,
X < < < <c N ' M f )c N g Mins Cat N q S , d y N y S ; 2 , .  .  .  . .b b 2
 .for every pair S, such that 0 U S U M f , so that
X X < < < <f s c N q c N g I Cat N q S , d y N y S ; 2 . .  .  . .1 2 2
This concludes our proof: in fact, the range of the integer valued
 . < < <  . <function N, S ¬ N q S , defined for all N s 2, . . . , d y M f y 2 and
 .for all multi-indices S satisfying 0 U S U M f , is the integer interval
w x2, d y 2 .
wHere we obtain the well-known result for the Hankel matrices Har92,
xpp. 103]105; GP82, Lemme 2.3 :
COROLLARY 4.3. If d G 2, for e¨ery integer N such that 1 F N F d y 1,
I d s I Cat N , d y N ; 2 . .  . .2 2
5. THE GENERAL CASE, r ) 2
We now proceed to establish some technical results. In what follows, I,
J, K, and L will always denote r-multi-indices of degree j such that
 .f ' a a y a a g M j .I J K L r
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LEMMA 5.1. Gi¨ en r G 2, set
I s 1, i , . . . , i , L s 0, i q 1, i , . . . , i , .  .2 r 2 3 r
K s j, 0, . . . , 0 , J s j y 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .
where i / 0, ;a s 1, . . . , r. Then f is the sum of two distinct 2-minors ofa
 .   ..Cat N, j y N; r , hence f g I Cat N, j y N; r , for e¨ery integer N such2
that 2 F N F j y 2,
Proof. For each N s 2, . . . , j y 2, we define
f ' a a y a a ,1 1 , i , . . . , i .  jy1, 1, 0, . . . , 0. N , 1qi ye , i ye , . . . , i ye .  jyN , e , . . . , e .2 r 2 2 3 3 r r 2 r
f ' a a y a a ,2 N , 1qi ye , i ye , . . . , i ye .  jyN , e , . . . , e .  j , 0 , . . . , 0. 0 , i q1, i , . . . , i .2 2 3 3 r r 2 r 2 3 n
where the e 's are r y 1 positive integers that satisfya
r
e s N , e F i , a a a
as2
which is possible because N F j y 2 - j y 1 s r i . We see rightas2 a
away that
 4M f s 2, x f s N q 1, j y N q 1 , .  .1 1
 4M f s 0, x f s N , j y N , .  .2 2
  ..so that, by Theorem 2.5, f , f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r , which con-1 2 2
cludes the proof of the lemma, considering that f s f q f .1 2
LEMMA 5.2. For n G 2 and r ) n, consider the following two sets of
multi-indices:
A .
I s 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , L s 0, i q 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , .  .2 n 2 3 n
K s k , 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
J s k y 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
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and
B .
I s 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , L s 0, i , . . . , i , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .2 n 2 n
K s k , 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
J s k y 1, 0, . . . , 0, k q 1, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 nq2 r
which i / 0, k / 0, ;a s 1, . . . , r. Then, in either case, f s a a y a aa a I J K L
 .is the sum of two distinct 2-minors of Cat N, j y N; r . Hence f g
  ..I Cat N, j y N; r , for e¨ery integer N such that 2 F N F j y 2.2
Proof. Fix N and suppose first that
k ) N. 17 .1
With i ' 1, define1
 4n ' max a : i q i q ??? qi - j y N .1 2 a
Since j y N F j y 2, then 1 F n F n y 1. We now set d ' j y N y
 .i q ??? qi and1 n
E ' N , i q 1, i , . . . , i , d , 0, . . . , 0 , F ' I q J y E. .2 3 n
 .F is well-defined thanks to 17 and n F n y 1. It is easy to check that,
under the hypothesis of the claim, the forms f ' a a y a a and1 I J E F
 .f ' a a y a a are non-trivial, i.e., elements of M j . Using Theo-2 E F K L r
rem 2.5, we evaluate the location of f and f . As for f , noting that1 2 1
d F i q 1, we haven
< <I n E s 1 q i q i q ??? qi q d s j y N ,2 3 n
  ..so we conclude that f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r . Moreover,1 2
< <E n L s i q 1 q i q ??? qi q d s j y N ,2 3 n
  ..so that f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r . Again we conclude as f s f q f .2 2 1 2
Now suppose instead that
k F N.1
Because n i s j y 1 ) j y N, there exist non-negative integers e Fas2 a 2
i , . . . , e F i , such that n e s j y N y 1. Similarly, because2 n n as2 a
r k s j y k ) N y k G 0, then we can find non-negative integersasnq1 a 1 1
e F k , . . . , e F k , satisfying r e s N y k .nq1 nq1 r r asnq1 a 1
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Now we distinguish between the two cases:
 .A Define
E ' k , e q 1, e , . . . , e , F ' I q J y E. .1 2 3 r
It is now easy to see that F is a well-defined multi-index and so are
 .f ' a a y a a , f ' a a y a a g M j . We can now evaluate the1 I J E F 2 E F K L r
location of such minors by making use of Theorem 2.5. First, we find that
< <J n E s k y 1 q 1 q e q ??? qe s N , .1 nq1 r
  ..hence f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r . As for f , we see that1 2 2
< <E n K s k q e q ??? qe s N1 nq1 r
  ..therefore f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r . Noting that f s f q f , we are2 2 1 2
done.
 .B If we now set
E ' k , e , . . . , e , e q 1, e , . . . , e , F ' I q J y E, .1 2 n nq1 nq2 r
it is easy to see that F is well-defined. We can therefore correctly define
 .f ' a a y a a , f ' a a y a a g M j . By means of Theorem 2.5,1 I J E F 2 E F K L r
we can locate such forms as
< <J n E s k y 1 q e q 1 q e q ??? qe s N , .  .1 nq1 nq2 n
  ..hence f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r , and1 2
< <E n L s e q ??? qe q 1 s j y N ,2 nq1
  ..hence f g Mins Cat N, j y N; r . Again f s f q f completes the2 2 1 2
proof.
The following proposition is needed to demonstrate that ``special''
2-minors of the first catalecticant matrix are spanned by the 2-minors
arising from all the others.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let r G 2. Define T to be the subset of all elements of
  ..Mins Cat 1, j y 1; r that are reduced and satisfy the property2
i q j ) 0, ;a s 1, . . . , r . 18 .a a
Then T satisfies
T : I Cat N , j y N ; r . . .2
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Proof. Since f is reduced we can use Theorem 2.5 to obtain that
 .  4 < <x f s 1, j y 1 , so that w.l.o.g. we can assume that I n K s 1 and
< < rI n L s j y 1, hence 1 s  i n k , which is only possible becauseas1 a a
i n k s 1, i n k s 0, ;a / a . 19 .a a a a 00 0
for a single index a . Up to a permutation of variables, we can simplify the0
argument by supposing a s 1, i s 1, and0 1
I s 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , .2 n
where 1 F i F ??? F i , for a fixed positive integer n F r. Consequently,2 n
 .by 19
k , 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , if n - r , .1 nq1 rK s 20 . j, 0, . . . , 0 , if n s r , .
< <where k G 1, ;a . e now use the equality I n L s j y 1:a
r
< <j y 1 s I n L s 1 n l q i n l1 a a
as2
n
s 1 n l q i n l1 a a
as2
n
s 1 n l q i n i q j .1 a a a
as2
n
s 1 n l q i1 a
as2
s 1 n l q j y 1,1
so that 1 n l s 0 s l , hence1 1
L s 0, l , . . . , l , l , . . . , l , .2 n nq1 r
 .where, again by 18 , l ) 0, ;a s 2, . . . , n. As for J, it is clearly deter-a
mined by its kin multi-indices as
k y 1, l y i , . . . , l y i , l q k , . . . , l q k n - r , .1 2 2 n n nq1 nq1 r rJ s  j y 1, l y i , . . . , l y i , n s r , .2 2 r r
21 .
where we point out that i F l , ;a s 1, . . . , n. Thereforea a
n n
l G i s j y 1, a a
as2 as2
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hence, provided that n - r,
r
l F 1. a
asnq1
Now only the following three cases can occur:
 .1 n s r ;
 . r2 n - r and  l s 0, thereforeasnq1 a
L s 0, l , . . . , l , 0, . . . , 0 ; .2 n
 . r3 n - r and  l s 1, henceasnq1 a
L s 0, l , . . . , l , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .2 n
up to a permutation of the variables x , . . . , x .nq1 r
We deal with each case separately:
Case 1. n s r is contained in Lemma 5.1, for in this case one checks
 .  .that, by 21 and 20 ,
J s j y 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , K s j, 0, . . . , 0 . .  .
up to a permutation of x , . . . , x .2 r
 .Case 2. L s 0, l , . . . , l , 0, . . . , 0 . Recalling that2 n
J s k y 1, j , . . . , j , l q k , . . . , l q k .1 2 n nq1 nq1 r r
s k y 1, j , . . . , j , k , . . . , k , .1 2 n nq1 r
we see that
n r
< <j s J s k y 1 q j q k .  1 a a
as2 asnq1
r n
s k q k y 1 q j 1 a a /
asnq1 as2
n
< <s K y 1 q j a
as2
n
s j y 1 q j , a
as2
hence n j s 1, so thatas2 a
J s k y 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
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up to a permutation of x , . . . , x . Summarizing,2 n
I s 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , L s 0, i q 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , .  .2 n 2 3 n
K s k , 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
J s k y 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k . .1 nq1 r
We are finished thanks to Lemma 5.2.
 .Case 3. L s 0, l , . . . , l , 1, 0, . . . , 0 . Suppose now that2 n
J s k y 1, j , . . . , j , l q k , . . . , l q k .1 2 n nq1 nq1 r r
s k y 1, j , . . . , j , 1 q k , k , . . . , k , .1 2 n nq1 nq2 r
hence we have that
n r
< <j s J s k y 1 q j q k .  1 a a
as2 asnq1
r n
s k q k q j 1 a a /
asnq1 as2
n
< <s K q j a
as2
n
s j q j a
as2
so that n j s 0, which yieldsas2 a
J s k y 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, k q 1, . . . , k . .1 nq1 r
Summarizing,
I s 1, i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 , L s 0, i , . . . , i , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .2 n 2 n
K s k , 0, . . . , 0, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 r
J s k y 1, 0, . . . , 0, k q 1, k , . . . , k , .1 nq1 nq2 r
so we are done thanks to Lemma 5.2.
THEOREM 5.4. Fix j, r G 2. For all integers N s 1, . . . , j y 1 e¨ery 2-
 .  .minor of Cat 1, j y 1; r which is not already a 2-minor of Cat N, j y N; r
 .is the sum of two distinct 2-minors of Cat N, j y N; r . Therefore
Mins Cat 1, j y 1; r : I Cat N , j y N ; r . .  . .  .2 2
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Proof. We will use an inductive argument on j. As usual the cases
j s 2, 3 are trivial as there are only the first catalecticant matrix, namely
 .Cat 1, j y 1; r and its transpose at most. Let j G 4 and suppose the
theorem valid for every j9 - j. We now proceed by induction on the
number of variables r G 2. The base induction step holds as we saw in
Proposition 4.2. Assume then r ) 3 and that the theorem is true for every
  ..r 9 - r. Fix f g Mins Cat 1, j y 1; r . If f is reduced and also satisfies2
 .  .property 18 , then Proposition 5.3 suffices. On the other hand, if 18 did
not hold, we could reduce our statement to a smaller number of variables
r 9 - r so that the induction hypothesis together with Proposition 1.1 would
<  . <validate our theorem. Suppose now that f is not reduced, i.e., M f / 0.
Ä  <  . <.  .Reduce f to f g M j y M f as in 2 . By Theorem 2.5,r
y y1 g x f y M f , x f .  .  .
y Ä y .  . <  . <so that, necessarily, x f s x f y M f s 1. Hence, again by Theo-
Ä   <  . < ..rem 2.5, f g Mins Cat 1, j y M f y 1; r and, up to transposition,2
this is the only catalecticant which contains it. By induction hypothesis on
<  . <j, for every N such that 2 F N F j y M f y 2, we can write f as
Äf s c N q c N , .  .1 2
 .   <  . < ..for 2-minors c N g Mins Cat N, j y M f y N; r . Therefore, forb 2
every such N, by means of Proposition 2.3, we see that
< < < <M f )c N g Mins Cat N q S , j y N y S , .  .  . .b 2
 .for every multi-index S such that 0 U S U M f . The range of the
 . < <integer-valued function N, S ¬ N q S , when
2 F N F j y M f y 2, 0 U S U M f , .  .
w xcovers the integer interval 2, j y 2 . So we deduce that
c X N9 ' M f )c N9 g Mins Cat N9, j y N9 , .  .  .  . .b b 2
;N9 s 2, . . . , j y 2
and finally that
X Xf s c N9 q c N9 , ;N9 s 2, . . . , j y 2. .  .1 2
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As we announced:
COROLLARY 5.5. If j, r G 2, for e¨ery integer N s 1, . . . , j y 1
I j s I Cat N , j y N ; r . .  . .r 2
 .Therefore, if T s t , . . . , t , 0, . . . , t s 1, ;u s 1, . . . , j1 j u
V u , j y u; r s PGor T s n P ry1 . .  .  .1 j
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